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14 Aufust 1989 carries on paces 4 ind 5, a

by Mikhail Yanchev, entitlef“Pan-
1 Passion of Turkey’* 4

tnda related to the identifies

the borders ofTurkey as

m

_ with
ofMus-

to

jaaa introdutfoiŷ passage, Mikhail Yi
£at “Bulgarian literature is full of oul
*e struggle againstVoreign dominatic.
sefers to claims for Voreign territories
wkirh anoliet in particular, to “our

V

The author further eni

Turkish publications, su<

sad essays of Turkish
which pan-Turirism is exj

citing die existence of“Sil
Western Turks,” and other
Aagentina, Algeria, Australia,

as minorities.” Yanchev coi

points out
describing

but it never
id peoples,”

>r countries.”

contemporary
articles, books,

le recent past in

ky ways, by indi-

j Northern Turks,
Iving in “America,
Egypt, and Yemen
as follows on this

“This is how far the Turkish nhh-Turkish scholars are
going. They do not recognize any borders, or states, and
in a quite aggressive manner/theylascribe entire states
and nations to the Turkish ration. Yhis, as a matter of
bet, is the very basis of pari^-Turkis

Citing Riza Yonder [name as transliL
the Turkdili magazine, n<V191, 1967, al
of teaching the Turkish language to
Yanchev remarks:

ited] writing in

>ut the necessity

lorities abroad.

“The foreign
triots, namely on
•darted by them,
gr*cs instructions

pan-Turitism out
mind us, in

^imposed on part of our oompa-
Islamized Bulgarians, was not
ly, and for this reason. Yonder

methods to keep up me *fiame* of
the Turkish borders^ having in
of course.”

Yanchev further points out: “The fact that th* names of
the descendants of Islamized Bulgarians wen restored
*as the mosT severe blow against pan-Turkisn\. it is no
oomcidenct^that in their writings, the prop
*oep mentioning the strength of inaAda
ftenffh ofthe “sovereign Turks.“ the
luncey i# nothing but an expression erf the
tasks of dan-Turkism.

Yandj/y cites some more recent Turkish publications on~c abject, including an article published in the daily
TUHKIYE on 23 July 1989 containing an “appeaU* to

Minister Ozal to estabalish “a ministry for Ti

BULGARIA

:v“d * federation of Turks In
*broad,*^as a well as an institute bn the problems'^
“enslaved Turks living abroad.” Yanchev adds iifthis
connection: x ^

“Anyone may ask/
well known, that the'1

according to which
antire civilizations all

are still valid for them ”

: these Turksjilmg? it is very
i decreespfthe remote past,

used to^nvade and destroy
Lthe w*md. including Bulgaria,

Yanchev closes his^__
Increasing number of people are
pan-Turkism is a^nme that should
entire avilize^kworld.” He admits
thinking ppnfSle in Turkey condemn
policy,”^md expresses the hope that

that “an
ing aware that

Renounced by the
some “soberly

chauvinistic

fS . , - . '*s western
fluue^dhould understand, or if they do not lcd*w jt yet,

the fact that what is happening in Turfev is in
tradiction with present-day realities.”

Farmers Burning Straw To Make Up For Delays
AUJ6081623&9 Sofia RABOTNICHESKODEW
in Bulgarian U Aug 89p 2

[Unattributed report: “Warning Tip: Ban on ’Flying
Saucers Made of Straw*”]

[Text] It is well-known how the short-lived sensational
story ended concerning the unidentified flying object
that was recently reported to have landed near Moscow:
Unprejudiced investigations produced a perfectly pro-
saic explanation, namely the combustion of a large
amount ofdry grass. We would not mention this attempt
to make up for the summer shortage of interesting news
with a fabricated story, if the danger had not recently
arisen ofsimilar “launching areas” also appearing in the
fields of Bulgaria.

Delays are occurring in collecting the straw from har-
vested fields, and because in many areas this has begun
to hinder the timely completion ofthe basic soil cultiva-
tion operations. It is no wonder that certain leaderships
may be tempted “to put a match to it,” without wasting
any time in thinking of the existing categorical prohibi-
tion on this, ft is not superfluous to remind ourselves
that though prohibitions may well exist, violations of
these prohibition exist as well.

The lowest percentages of straw have been collected in
Sofia, Razgrad, Burgas, and Mikhaylovgrad Oblasts
(between 36 and 45 percent). Marked differences can be
noted in the way the different municipalities are carrying
<wt this agricultural task. Whereas a few days ago Veliko
Turnovo Municipality had completed 97 percent of this
task, and Lorn Municipality had collected the straw from
86 percent of the harvested fields, Mikhaylovgrad
Municipality had only completed one-third of the work.
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“Without mentioning the danger presented by HsJAte
burning, and without oonskhring in detail the losses,

which can very easily multiply fas such matters are dear
to everyone), let us remind outsehnes of the extremely

unfavorable ecological consequences. Many of us, if not

all, have seen the black patches caused by the fires, the

aoO bakedhud as bricks.The earth carries such wounds
for a long time, and they are not gfcsfiy cured.

Thus, the “landing** of such “flying saucers** made of

straw must oontinue to be prohibited. Iftbe telltale signs

of orange flames should nevertheless appear anywhere,

our readers know whom to inform ofthe violation.

Sociopolitical Committees Formed hi Burgas, Varna
AU16Q8172289 Sofia RABOTN1CHESKO DELO
im Bulgarian 11 Aug 89 p 6 /

(Text] Burghs, 10 August (oblast correspondent Tpnko
Raychev)—Today representatives of 12 public organiza-

tions, movements, and professional and creativjeunions

founded a committee ofsociopolitical forces attached to

the Burgas OUasOFatherland Front Gounod. Nikolay

Zhishev, first secretary of the Varna Oblast Committee
ofthe Bulgarian Communist Party [BCPLwas elected to

serve as chairman for ai>eriod of 6 months.

Nacho Papazov, cfaainnanNjf me BCP Centra! Control-

Auditing Commission, took part/in the constituent

meeting of the committee.IkWed out that new cffoc-

^tive forms must be used to fitrtiMr improve the Hnks with

, r -3 working people, steadily overoopnehureaucracy and iadif-

Jerence towards their problem/awTmount an offeosive to
' ^ Nsoive the important probiei
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The following more important acts
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